
                    « Wakes you each day as if it was the First of your Life »                 
.                                                                            According to Marcus-Aurelius, Roman Emperor -2nd Century AD.

Dear Magnus Carlsen,                                                                   Sunday, the 30 of November 2014.

This Postcard for the Best Birthday that it is !

We do not have the Honor of knowing us, just know that I am one of your many "fans" dazzled by your 
unstoppable (?) evolution !
Today is a Special day: the first contact that could foreshadow a new development in the world of Chess...
As a gift, please discover an amazing project that should inspire a growing generation of players in nearby 
& future times, on my new website:    www.chesstrend.com  .    

I hope you'll appreciate with the Lyrics of Dotan !
                             
After your Victory at Socchi, we certainly are at a historic turning point of the Noble Game, all the crucial 
Questions are open.   Be aware of one phenomena, already underlined long time ago by M.Bottvinik :
 
                            "Everything is constantly changing, even in the world of chess" 

As you know, Larry Lybman wrote recently a paper about you [Unlike other sports, the chess playing 
field is changing significantly, etc. ...] * :                                                    * Published  Sunday, May 18, 2014) 
(... Where you dramatically defined the new actual paradigm notably because of the "Computerisation" 
and numerous other human reasons propers to our epoch ...)
« I still play, of course, some traditional chess; profit more than any other player, I'm happy to head for 
new territory in later phases of the game.  Too often real manoeuvres only start until 30th or later... »
Many, notably Bobby Fischer have lamented the passing of the Old Chess but failed to foresee clearly 
the chess dynamic(s!) of the future  .       SO WHAT NEXT ?

Today is your day, goal tomorrow, monday, it's my week of playing.
Than, the clock will run for you, quietly, during two years of reflection: I suggest you no less than update 
the Greatest Chess-Part of History, just playing ONE COUP* !!!   *(meaning literally and in the figurative sense,...)
 
Last century, Siegbert Tarrasch said:
« Many have become chess masters but no one has become The (Historical) Master of Chess »

I purpose, friendly intensioned, that you become The One, by passing to the Speed 2.0 ! 
Then, you will be caught  « CARLSENIUS-MAGNUS, IMPERATOR of CHESS »*; Forever.
(Private Joke, of course ! =<;oà)=)

Sincerely Yours, ...

NB: Remember that Revolution is usually a privilege of the Young adults, rarely this of the elder ones, 
don't wait !     In the same way Wilhelm Steinitz said:
                  « Only the player with the initiative has the right to attack...»  think about that !
Our project  « A.S.X.C.P »   is yet evolving, all suggestions are welcome ...
Follow on our Website during the exciting coming months !

MarcPier Sonveau, simple StrateqXChess2.0-Player at Namur-Chess-Club, WALLONIA.

http://www.chesstrend.com/

